Abstract. Micro film advertising is a kind of propaganda means which is used to transmit information to the public for a specific need. The spread of the main micro film advertising is the initiator of brand advertising, which is mainly spread through two ways: one is the use of video sites, social networking sites, and ultimately the formation of fission spread; another by micro-blog and other communication means, and the same complex network information communication mode. In this paper, the propagation mechanism of micro film advertising on micro-blog and other new media is studied, and an improved SIR model is proposed.
crowd, R for viewing after the spread of the group. In actual communication, the target audience only through the dissemination of the individual can be infected, if each individual communication with a node represents a complex network, a part of the target audience for their formation of infected individuals, "two media" to the other audience, in the continuous forwarding process, the network is expanding constantly finally, the formation of the complex network; when micro-blog is forwarded to a node, but the node is not forwarded after watching the audience, micro film advertising information dissemination stop; visible, micro-blog forward more the number of nodes of the complex network more and more, spread effect of micro film advertising is more obvious.
The earliest spread of the network advertisement mainly through micro-blog, micro-blog continuously transmitted through the mouth, and the target audience has been "infected", which makes the product advertising has achieved great success. Visible, micro film advertising communication process and complex networks in the classic SIR propagation model.
Propagation model of micro film advertising based on complex network
Through the Internet to increase the number of people watching the micro film advertising A, every person who saw the micro film advertising can make a s (t) who did not see the micro film advertising into a micro film advertising. Because I have seen the number of micro film advertising N i (t), so every time a total of aNs (t)* i(t) who watched the micro film advertising people, namely A=aNs (t)* i (t) (the average number of a for each read micro film advertising per hour in effective contact N is the total number of regions, in the micro film advertising period i(t) to see the micro film advertising in the total number of people in the proportion of s (t) is not seen the micro film advertising accounted for the total number of people in the proportion).
Through the network information platform for the dissemination of new micro film advertising seen the number of B, each micro film advertising information platform can make the gem bs(t) has not seen the micro film advertising people read into the micro film advertising people. Because the total number of micro film advertising information platform for M, so every time a total of bMs (t) who watched the micro film advertising people, namely B= bMs (t) (b for each release of micro film advertising network information publishing platform average number per hour, effective browsing M for communication the total number of micro film advertising information platform).
Propagation model
Available from the above discussion, there is the propagation model as:
In this model, there is ()()
Therefore, the model can be expressed as:
Model solution
Model can be transformed as: The results of this model are proved to be feasible by the results of (1) and (2).
Conclusion
The marketing effect of micro film advertising mainly depends on the unique communication mechanism of micro film advertising. In the analysis of the transmission mechanism, we believe that the micro film advertising spread mainly through two ways: on the one hand, through the spread of large video sites, social networking platforms, through the website of the audience -more audience this level fission spread clear, causing the attention of target audience and emotional resonance. On the other hand, spread through micro-blog, micro-blog users forwarding -part of the audience -users turn -more audience, compared to the spread of fission, the more nodes, two times greater impact, which is consistent with the propagation mechanism of complex networks, namely susceptible individuals through a node to a certain percentage of infection the target audience, the target audience continues to expand. Of course, there are many imperfect aspects of the SIR model, need to be made up in the future.
In addition, the micro film advertising of the two kinds of dissemination way have their advantages and disadvantages, the defect is due to the video in many video sites, only the top is more popular by the consumers, so for some micro film advertising, if the hot degree is low, may lose the potential target consumers. The latter is spread through the defect of micro-blog, when the immune population will gradually expand when to stop the spread of, if a micro film advertising target group is not clear, they may lose some of the micro film advertising interest, and ultimately the formation of immune and stop the spread, to reach the purpose of communication. So, I suggest, should be two modes of organic combination, to maximize the spread to video website communication as the basis, speed up the spread with micro-blog's forwarding function, caused by the appropriate heat and participation, so that consumers can get the corresponding information in browsing video website. In addition, by browsing the video site of the micro film advertising, in a timely manner to the corresponding viewing commentary micro-blog spread, making the micro film advertising can get long-term attention and dissemination efforts.
